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The emerging chemistry of self-electrified
water interfaces

Fernando Galembeck, *ab Leandra P. Santos,b Thiago A. L. Burgo c and
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Water is known for dissipating electrostatic charges, but it is also a universal agent of matter

electrification, creating charged domains in any material contacting or containing it. This new role of

water was discovered during the current century. It is proven in a fast-growing number of publications

reporting direct experimental measurements of excess charge and electric potential. It is indirectly

verified by its success in explaining surprising phenomena in chemical synthesis, electric power

generation, metastability, and phase transition kinetics. Additionally, electrification by water is opening

the way for developing green technologies that are fully compatible with the environment and have

great potential to contribute to sustainability. Electrification by water shows that polyphasic matter is a

charge mosaic, converging with the Maxwell–Wagner–Sillars effect, which was discovered one century

ago but is still often ignored. Electrified sites in a real system are niches showing various local electrochemical

potentials for the charged species. Thus, the electrified mosaics display variable chemical reactivity and mass

transfer patterns. Water contributes to interfacial electrification from its singular structural, electric, mixing,

adsorption, and absorption properties. A long list of previously unexpected consequences of interfacial electri-

fication includes: ‘‘on-water’’ reactions of chemicals dispersed in water that defy current chemical wisdom;

reactions in electrified water microdroplets that do not occur in bulk water, transforming the droplets in

microreactors; and lowered surface tension of water, modifying wetting, spreading, adhesion, cohesion, and

other properties of matter. Asymmetric capacitors charged by moisture and water are now promising

alternative equipment for simultaneously producing electric power and green hydrogen, requiring only

ambient thermal energy. Changing surface tension by interfacial electrification also modifies phase-change

kinetics, eliminating metastability that is the root of catastrophic electric discharges and destructive

explosions. It also changes crystal habits, producing needles and dendrites that shorten battery life. These

recent findings derive from a single factor, water’s ability to electrify matter, touching on the most relevant

aspects of chemistry. They create tremendous scientific opportunities to understand the matter better, and a

new chemistry based on electrified interfaces is now emerging.

Introduction

Electrostatic charging is often observed under low relative
humidity and temperature conditions when the water vapor
pressure is very low. High humidity produces water films at
solid surfaces, conducting charge to the ground.

However, water is also an active electrifying agent, and it can
also acquire electricity in many environments, as in the case of

ice in thunderclouds or water spray. Accepted explanations of
water electrification were lacking until the present century,
when the electric variants of AFM and practical Kelvin electro-
des associated with inexpensive Faraday cups made observing
electrified solids, liquids, and gases much easier, producing
large amounts of reliable data.

This review shows that static electrification mediated by water
pervades natural and anthropic environments. It addresses key
past events, the types of charge carriers in water, evidence of water
electrification, its effects on water properties, and water’s ability to
mediate the electrification of any material systems, shielding
electromagnetic fields. The following sections present the effect
of water on phase change and mass transfer, chemical reactivity,
and energy harvesting. Mechanochemical electrification events,
along with the interplay between electricity, friction, wear, and
water, create positive feedback loops that further contribute
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to electrification. These phenomena exacerbate environmental,
human, and property losses everywhere.

The new perspectives opened by recognizing water as an
active electrification agent and creating a new chemistry and
conclusions close the text.

History

The discovery of electricity is usually credited to Thales of
Miletus but without support from historical evidence.1 Thales
is also credited with a theorem in Geometry and other feats.

During the first three centuries of experimental science
following Francis Bacon, electricity attracted experimenters’
attention, producing provocative experiments.2 Many of these
still lack acceptable explanations. Electrostatic and electro-
chemical tools were the relevant electric power sources until
electromagnetism emerged during the 19th century. The
importance of electrochemistry grew during the 20th and 21st
centuries and is still increasing. Today, batteries and other
electrochemical devices are found all over us. On the other
hand, electrostatics lost relevance in the past century: the last
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important electrostatic generators were the van der Waals and
Pelletron high-voltage sources (used in Nuclear Physics until
the 1950s), while a few technologies like the Xerox copiers,
electrostatic filters, and some problems encountered in space
research justified continuing investigation, exemplified by the
impressive NASA facilities.3

The electroneutrality of matter and electrons as the sole
important carriers were the dominant paradigms during the
20th century. Adopting these ideas did not produce consensus
on atmospheric electricity, spontaneous fires, and powder
explosions that cause significant environmental, human, and
property losses everywhere. It also led to unsustainable but
widespread explanations offered to students and the public
on practical issues like dust deposition and environmental
electrification’s health effects.

Electrostatics did not attract great attention from chemists,
other than in Debye–Hückel and related theories, in studying
the electric double-layer in interfaces or the Hamiltonian
operator of quantum mechanics. Chemical thermodynamics
books and courses virtually neglect matter’s electrification, and
the standard chemical potential definition assumes that
the electric potential is zero.4 Calculation of mass balance
and stoichiometry usually assumes that every solution or
multiphase system is electroneutral, prompting McCarthy and
Whitesides’s challenging question: ‘‘. . .what is the chemistry of
materials that bear a net electrostatic charge? ’’5

The situation started to change in the 1990s with the emer-
gence of new tools and ideas that are now flourishing. New
ideas opened fascinating research opportunities whose results
challenged established views on the structure and properties of
matter. The authors described facts, ideas, and new opportu-
nities in a book published in 2017.6 Many important new
findings have created exciting scientific and technological
opportunities since then.

The context

The potential gradient on the Earth’s surface. The iono-
sphere7 is a region of the Earth’s atmosphere about 60 to
1000 kilometers above the surface. It contains positive ions and
free electrons formed by the high-energy radiation from the sun.
In 1925, Appleton in England and Breit and Tuve in the USA gave
definite experimental demonstrations of radio wave reflection in
an ionized layer in the upper atmosphere, establishing the iono-
sphere’s existence8 and contributing to the development of long-
distance radio communication. Experimentation and discussion
of the ionosphere’s formation, structure, and effects have been
intensive, including many controversies.9 However, there is wide
acceptance of its net positive charge and the large potential
difference between the ionosphere and the Earth’s surface, typi-
cally 250 kV.6 This potential difference changes with time due to
changes in solar activity, and the field on the Earth’s surface is also
affected by thunderstorms and topography factors. Thus, any
material system on the Earth’’s surface is within a complex array
of electric fields that change continuously with time and position.

The Maxwell–Wagner–Sillars polarization: charge mosaics.
Electrification is always expected in non-living matter, for a

fundamental reason: the Maxwell–Wagner–Sillars effect, which
appeared in the literature in the early 20th century, was largely
ignored for decades but is now showing a growth in the number
of citing papers and reviews (Fig. 1).

This effect appears in dielectric spectroscopy, explaining the
large frequency effect on the dielectric response due to charge
accumulation. This is often referred to as Maxwell–Wagner
polarization, and the credit to Sillars recognizes that the
equations earlier obtained by Wagner are a special case from
Sillars’ equations. The charge accumulation within a sample is
expected at the sample interfaces due to the differences in
electrical conductivity or dielectric constant. Then, when a
polyphasic material is under an electric field, the charge
carriers within each phase have different mobilities at the two
sides of any interface, producing charge accumulation or depletion
even at a significant distance from the interface. The contribution
to polarization may exceed the contribution made by the molecu-
lar orientation within the field and its fluctuations.

Representing each phase by its parallel conductance and
dielectric constant defines a relaxation time t = e/s. Then,
an electric current j across any interface produces interfacial
polarization, caused by charge accumulation represented in
Fig. 2.

Relaxation times still depend on geometric factors because
the equivalent capacitances and resistance for each adjacent
domain depend also on their interfacial area and thickness.
Thus, every interface and its surroundings can show positive or
negative charge excess, creating electric mosaics everywhere on
the Earth’s surface, where electric fields abound.

Experimental verifications of the Maxwell–Wagner effect10

show the model’s validity but reveal quantitative deviations. For
instance, the interfacial charge density in an FEP–PP interface
was two orders of magnitude higher than the model prediction.
The authors attributed the difference to an electret effect.11

Given the generality and the consequences of this effect, it is
intriguing to understand why it has been ignored during the

Fig. 1 Number of publications about the Maxwell–Wagner effect in the
indexed literature. Data extracted from the Web of Science using the
search term ‘‘Maxwell–Wagner’’ also includes ‘‘Maxwell–Wagner–Sillars’’
(data extracted from the Web of Science).
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twentieth century when STEM disciplines dominated the scien-
tific research. The best explanation the present authors can
find is a combination of three factors: (i) the properties of any
phase represented in textbooks and the literature are only the
bulk properties of chemicals, leaving surface properties to
specialized texts on colloids, surfaces, electrochemistry, and
related subjects; (ii) electroneutrality is a prevailing belief; and
(iii) the pervasive electric fields in any ambient on the Earth do
not receive attention.

A consequence of the Maxwell–Wagner effect is the production
of electric mosaics12 in any heterogeneous material, dividing its
surface into domains of distinct electric charge. A related effect is
the modulation of water surface charge under three-phase contact
where the junction or contact potential depends on pH-dependent
contact potential difference, contributing to water surface charge
in various experimental environments.13

Recognizing that interfaces are always electrified invites
researchers to stay alert for the ensuing effects while approaching
any system. This attitude now contributes to discoveries and
better explanations for challenging experimental facts observed
in many research areas.

Electricity generation in the atmosphere and on the Earth’s
surface. Humans do not perceive electric fields or excess
electric charge in their vicinity. A recent book on the human
senses describes seven kinds of sensors for temperature.14

However, none for electric charges or fields, leading to the
seemingly obvious conclusion: matter around us is electro-
neutral. In contrast, some fish and other animals detect
electricity and even produce it for capturing prey.

The inner organs of humans and other organisms are complex
dynamic arrays of charged particles, membranes, and electric
gates switching ion currents. These structures create and control
an intense electric activity driving the living sensors and actuators

responsible for human conscious or unconscious responses to
environmental stimuli, actions, and thoughts. Excess charges
in every section of the human electric arrays are always ions,
not electrons, short-lived in condensed matter. Thus, all living
hardware operates based on ion accumulation and transfer.
The workings of human electrical structures are thus sensitive
to electric fields that provoke ion mobility, membrane deforma-
tion, and changes in the conformation of biomolecules. Life
protection is thus dependent on effectively shielding any living
body (Fig. 3). This function is performed by water retained on
the outermost dead skin cells. The shielding ability of water is
familiar to electrical engineers as an impairment to electro-
magnetic wave communication in the water body subsurface:
U-boats communicate using high-frequency acoustic waves, not
the radio or microwaves used in the atmosphere. The forth-
coming section entitled ‘‘Water shielding ability’’ describes a
direct experimental proof of water shielding.

However, considering the ambient electric fields and the
Maxwell–Wagner effect, every unshielded interface within the
Earth capacitor is somewhat electrified.

Common events and specific situations exhibiting sponta-
neous electrification are:

– Contact between solid surfaces provokes their electrifica-
tion that increases under friction.15,16 The triboelectric series17

represent the relative tendencies of different materials to
acquire an excess positive or negative charge, when they are
in static or shearing contact.

– Contact between water and solid surfaces18–20 also pro-
vokes mutual electrification, producing many fascinating phe-
nomena that are collectively designated as ‘‘hydrovoltaic’’,21

further discussed in the section ‘‘Water on solid surfaces’’.
– Aerosol particles are always charged, depending on the

particle size, composition, and formation mechanism. Charged
aerosol is detected on the seaside, waterfalls,22 nebulizers,23

and sprayers of any type. Unexpected reactions occur in aerosol
surfaces, e.g., hydrogen peroxide formation from water.24

– Any phase separation process produces electricity. Lord
Armstrong and Faraday first reported this as ‘‘vapor electricity’’,25

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the Maxwell–Wagner–Sillars effect.
Excess charge builds up at an interface due to the difference in con-
ductivity and dielectric constant between the adjacent phases, within an
external electric field represented by dotted lines and arrows.

Fig. 3 How a human body blocks the field in the Earth capacitor. An
initially neutral body above the Earth’s surface accumulates hydroxide ions
from the skin moisture, protecting the electrified body interior from the
outer fields.
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and it has been verified in evaporation, lyophilization, condensa-
tion, freezing,26 and melting; no exception has been detected. The
reciprocal effect, phase separation speeding by electric fields, is
explored as electrocrystallization27 in the food industry.

– Electrification during milling28 or rupturing solids is
familiar to practitioners. In milling operations, the fines may
strongly adhere to the walls, impeding the continuation of the
operation.

– Dispersed particles of poorly soluble salts between polar-
ized electrodes always migrate to one of the electrodes, depend-
ing on pH, and adsorbing ion concentrations. This is explored
in chemical separation processes like electrodecantation.29

– Sedimentation and centrifugation of colloidal dispersions
and polyelectrolyte solutions produce a potential difference30

between the top and bottom of the container because the
settling mass transfer is coupled to charge transfer. Negative
particles settle, imparting a negative potential to the bottom
region relative to the top. This is why protein molecular weight
(MW) determination by sedimentation yields low values unless
the solution contains salt sufficient to shield the intermolecu-
lar electrostatic repulsion.31

– An asymmetric capacitor exposed to moisture sponta-
neously acquires charge,32 depending on the nature of the
electrodes.33 This has the potential for energy harvesting that
is currently being intensively investigated.

– Shoe soles, chair seats, clothes, and other objects made
from insulators acquire charge during use, and their electrified
surfaces attract dust.34 They may also cause electric discharges.
In extreme cases, that may trigger the explosion35 of common
powders, like wheat flour and sugar.

– The electrification of vehicles used in dry weather is the
source of electric shock in the passengers when they touch the
ground to enter or exit the car. This may be dangerous in a gas
station or other places with fuel vapor in the atmosphere.

– Periodic stretching and contracting rubber produces alternate
electric current with the same frequency of the mechanical action.36

Thus, natural and anthropic activities produce electricity,
anywhere and at any time. In most cases, the electrification
mechanism is poorly understood, but in some cases, the
proposed mechanisms were used to predict results verified
experimentally. The appearance of electrostatically driven pro-
grammed water droplet transfer procedures is a striking exam-
ple of the progress achieved.37

Water with excess charge
Charge carriers

Electricity in the ambient matter is carried and stored in two
kinds of particles: cations, anions, and electrons. Positrons and
other charged entities are not usually considered since their
lifetimes are very low, and their presence is insignificant
under ambient conditions. Holes are always mentioned in the
semiconductor area, but they are virtual entities or ‘‘quasi-
particles,’’ representing a missing electron in the valence band
of a crystal lattice.

Ions are simple atomic or molecular entities carrying excess
charge due to an excess or a deficiency of electrons. They
are also found in macromolecular or supramolecular arrange-
ments: polyelectrolytes, natural and synthetic membranes,
micelles, coacervates, clays, silica, and mineral particles.
Beyond, they are also present on the surfaces of macroscopic
materials like glass, wood, paint, fibers, and whatever is part of
everyday life.

Charge carrier mobility, cross-sections, and interactions

Electron lifetimes are in the picosecond to nanosecond range,
in condensed matter and gases, except under high vacuum.
It can be higher in semiconductors, reaching the microsecond
range. Thus, free electrons cannot play a significant role in
the electrification of any material lasting for microseconds or
longer times.

On the other hand, it has been suggested that contact
electrification (CE) in water/hydrophobic interfaces occurs by
electron transfer38 and can trigger redox chemical reactions
that do not proceed in bulk water.39 CE of microdroplets at
water–gas and water–solid leads also to the formation of
reactive oxygen species (ROS) and the so-called hydrated
electrons.40

In their turn, ions can last for very long times, within the
geological range, and they constitute or are found in every
mineral (with a few exceptions, like gold and other precious
metals, sulphur, and a few other examples), including seawater
that covers more than half of the Earth’s surface. Free or
surface-bound ions also account for the electrification of the
proteins, cell membranes, sensors, motion actuators, and any
other microstructure in living entities.

However, the formation, persistence, and effects of ions in
the atmosphere are not consensual. It is generally acknowl-
edged that solar radiation and cosmic rays can ionize atmo-
spheric neutral molecules. We can often read phrases like ‘‘The
high electric fields associated with lightning can cause the ioniza-
tion of air molecules, generating ions’’, without discussing ion
participation in creating the atmospheric electric fields that
cause lightning. It is still largely ignored that lightning takes
place within the dust and gases emitted during volcano erup-
tions, during sandstorms41 in the desert and it is uninterrupted
for long periods in a few places on the Earth, like the Cata-
tumbo Lightning over the Maracaibo Lake, in Venezuela.

Properties of electrified water

Immobile charge carriers contribute excess charge to bulk
matter, but electrostatic repulsion drives mobile water ions to
the surfaces of liquids and solids. For this reason, electrification
produces major changes at aqueous interfaces, with important
consequences.

Surface tension. Water dropped from a biased metal needle
and collected within a Faraday cup contains excess electric
charge.42 Positive (negative) water is obtained from a positive
(negative) needle, beyond the Rayleigh limit for drop stability.43

Water drop shape changes gradually with voltage, transforming
into water threads under field strengths lower than those used
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in electrospray, electrowetting, or electrospinning experiments.
Fig. 4 shows that the excess charge in water lowers its surface
tension and shape, thus affecting other surface properties.
Viscosity and density are unaltered, showing that electrification
does not affect bulk liquid.

Electrical conductivity. The ionic mobilities of H+ and OH�

ions in bulk water are close to one order of magnitude higher
than those of other simple ions. However, water has a low
electrical conductivity due to its low dissociation constant, Kw.
Water films on silicate glass surfaces and other insulators
show unexpectedly large conductivity,44 explaining glass’s ionic
topological insulator behavior and contributing to intriguing
phenomena like the ‘‘St. Elm’s fire’’. The fast charge transfer in
bulk and surface water is consistent with dynamic network
models where the frequency of bond formation and dissociation in
adjacent molecules is in the MHz range. This explains that electric
pulses propagate in water at 1–10 m s�1 rates, much slower than
the speed of light in metals but faster than that in other liquids.

Excess charge effect on electrochemical potential. From
chemical thermodynamics, the electrochemical potential mi of
an ion i in an aqueous solution depends on its activity ai and
the local electric potential V, following the fundamental eqn (1):

mi ¼ m
�
i þ RT ln ai þ ziFV (1)

where m
�
i is the chemical potential of species i under standard

conditions (ai = 1 and V = 0), R is the gas constant, T is the

temperature, and F is the Faraday constant. The ziFV term is
usually neglected (except in electro- and colloid chemistry),
assuming that V is always equal to zero, anywhere. Non-zero V
results from external bias or redox reactions in electrodes or
self-charging due to selective ion partition at interfaces. In the
latter case, zi and V have the same signal, and ziFV is always
positive, contributing positively to mi. Since mi measures the
tendency of ions i to transform by any means, self-charging
always increases the chemical reactivity of the i ions, and their
tendency to transfer to other domains with lower V, including
other phases. Thus, electrification may change the water’s
phase diagram, which is expected from extensive computation.
However, this has not yet been experimentally demonstrated,
and the experimental results presented in support of this idea
do not present results on the thermodynamic equilibrium
temperatures (Tv, Tm, Tc) but on nucleation temperatures
determined by metastability during phase transition.45,46

Moreover, electric field penetration in water is limited to a
few nanometres only. Thus, it may affect very thin films and
particles but not bulk water.

Water as a universal electrifying agent

Water is abundant on the Earth’s surface and in the atmo-
sphere. It flows, condenses, evaporates, penetrates pores, and is
adsorbed or absorbed even in hydrophobic substances like plastics
and crystalline ionic materials like clays and cement, increasing the
system’s entropy by occupying additional microstates.

Water has a finite equilibrium solubility47 in hydrophobic
liquids but these are often quoted as ‘‘immiscible’’ with water.
Other effects appear under non-equilibrium conditions. For
instance, volatile liquids pick moisture from the air during
unprotected storage or transfer, due to the cooling effect of
evaporation.

Water is absorbed within polymers containing polar groups
like polycarbonates, polyesters, and polyamides. It is also
adsorbed in the polyolefins’ surfaces that usually contain polar
groups due to oxidation under air or processing.48 For this
reason, polymer processing plants usually dry their raw plastic
pellets prior to processing.49

Two widespread but controversial assumptions on the elec-
tric properties of water are its electroneutrality and role in
electrical phenomena, as a passive poor conductor. However,
reports from Armstrong,25 Faraday,50 Wilson, Kelvin,51,52

Vonnegut,53 and their contemporaries showed that water is
an active electrifying agent. These results were treated as
scientific curiosity or largely ignored and forgotten, for over a
century. However, several findings54–57 have been reported
since the 1990s, showing the active role of water contributing
to electrification in natural or anthropic environments.

Water evaporation involves mass transfer across the water–
air interface, comprising water molecules and their ions.
Beyond this, transferring the positive water ions to the atmo-
sphere involves less bond breaking than transferring the nega-
tive ions, as shown in Fig. 5.

The result is excess OH� concentration at water surfaces.
Thus, the self-electrifying properties of water and its ability to

Fig. 4 Water dropping from a biased needle acquires excess electric
charge that changes the drop shapes. Top left: Area and volume charge
density increase with the biasing potential. Bottom left: Drop radius and
the calculated surface tension decrease as the needle electric potential
departs from zero. Right: Frames extracted from a video showing the
needle voltage effect on drop shapes. Electrification increases surface
charge density, enhancing electrostatic repulsion among ions adsorbed at
the surface. The consequence is a decrease in water surface tension that
becomes negative at higher voltages, evidenced by Taylor cone formation
and Coulombic explosion. Adapted with permission from ref. 42. Copyright
2023. American Chemical Society.
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electrify other chemicals and materials derive from water self-
ionization, predicting that water–air interfaces are negative.
Indeed, careful measurements show that water samples col-
lected from the environment are negative.58 However, positive
water ions emerge at droplet surfaces at pH (of the bulk liquid)
lower than 4,59 and the system is buffered at pH 3.60

A complicating factor in water electrification is its position
at the top of the triboelectric series. Thus, water is at the
negative side of the electric double layer in water–air interfaces,
but at the positive side of most water–solid interfaces.

Electric field intensifies water sorption in hydrophobic
polymers producing surprising results, like the simple techni-
que for charging thin foils of poly(fluoroethylene-propylene)
(FEP) at 23 1C in a laboratory atmosphere, with decay time
constants exceeding 20 years.61 The author interpreted the
results by a charging mechanism due to aqueous ions stem-
ming from field-induced water adsorption. This is an accepted
electrowetting mechanism that is effective even in PTFE.62

An investigation by scanning probe microscopy63 revealed
polymer electrification by water ion injection into amorphous
polymers and the formation of charge mosaics during water
drying on a polymer surface.12

Charge in water within other media produces interesting
electro-hydrodynamic effects with relevant applications, like
programmed water transport on charge-printed surfaces.37

Summing up, many electrification mechanisms have been
identified in different systems. Relevant cases are schematically
described in Fig. 6, but this is not exhaustive. Other cases not
included in this figure are the S/L phase change, L/L liquid

Fig. 5 Schematic representation of covalent and hydrogen bonds needed
to release a hydronium ion or a hydroxide ion from a neutral water surface
to the atmosphere, independent of the solvation of the ions. Releasing the
positive ions requires less bond-breaking and thus lower energy than
releasing hydroxide ions. C refers to a covalent bond and HB refers to a
hydrogen bond.

Fig. 6 Schematic representation of some mechanisms or electrostatic charging. Many practical situations allow the occurrence of two or more
mechanisms, preventing the use of broad explanations for seemingly similar situations with different outcomes.
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partition equilibrium, elastoelectricity, and the various moisture-
enabled power generation effects.

In the case of common metals, the sign of the charge
acquired under exposure to water vapor depends on the acid–
base features of the oxide layer that always coats the metal
surface, that is schematically represented in Fig. 7.

Water shielding ability

Following Debye’s theory, the large water molar polarization
under static conditions and low frequency is due to its large
molecular dipole. Under an electric field, the dipoles align
collectively, opposing the field. This explanation is now com-
plemented by the formation of water ion concentration gradi-
ents, with positive ions migrating to the negative electrode and
vice versa, reaching the equilibrium state described by eqn (1).

Measuring the rates of electric potential change in a cellu-
lose film provides an experimental demonstration of charge
accumulation within a field. The plots in Fig. 8 show that the
film acquires charge fast under high RH, slowing down under
lower RH.64

This time-dependence is incompatible with polarization
deriving from the collective alignment of dipoles, whose relaxa-
tion times are in the microsecond time range. Moreover, the
time dependence of charge building up and dissipation is the
same, except under low RH when charge accumulation on a
paper is faster than charge dissipation. Considering the rates of
collision of atmospheric water molecules explains the sym-
metry in the polarization times of the films and charge build-up
in the film follows eqn (1).

Consequences of water electrification

There is now ample evidence of the effects of electrification
on phase change, chemical reactivity, and energy harvesting
through hydrovoltaic effects and friction.

Phase change and mass transfer

The first demonstration of electrostatic charging during a
phase change process was the ‘‘vapor electricity’’ discovered by
a railway engineer and studied by Armstrong and Faraday.25,50

Workman and Reynolds65 later found a potential difference
across ice–water interfaces, and Costa Ribeiro66 found solid–
liquid interfaces in carnauba wax and naphthalene.

The reciprocal effect is the change in the melting or con-
densation rates, under an applied field. The investigation of ice
formation in the atmosphere67 revealed that fields in the
1 kV cm�1 range quickly change supersaturated water vapor
into 36 millimeters long ice needles68 (Fig. 9).

The field has two effects: increasing the rate of vapor
crystallization and producing an unusual ice crystal habit.
Moreover, the ice needles carry excess electric charge, evi-
denced by their electrophoretic motion in the air and shape
change when the field is withdrawn. These observations are
explained considering (i) the effect of the electric potential on
ice surface tension that decreases or eliminates the energy
barrier to ice nucleation, and (ii) the elongated ice habit with
a large area for charge accumulation, reaching the same range
of the fields measured in thunderstorm clouds.

Moreover, these experiments also revealed the formation of
ice from vapour by a non-classical crystallisation mechanism
akin to the spinodal phase separation (Fig. 10).69 In this case,
the electric field effect on water molecule clusters produces
elongated tenuous structures that grow by densification rather
than germ growth.

Fig. 7 Schematic description of metal charging under a moist atmo-
sphere. Aluminum metal is always coated by an acidic oxide layer that
picks hydroxide ions from impinging water clusters, acquiring negative
charge. Stainless steel and other alloys contain basic chromium oxide and
bind hydronium ions from atmospheric water, acquiring positive charge.
Reproduced with permission from ref. 32. Copyright 2023. American
Chemical Society.

Fig. 8 Non-contact potential as a function of time recorded for a paper
sheet under different relative humidities. The experiment consists in
recording the electrostatic potential of a piece of an electrified acrylic
plate, an inductor, covered or uncovered by a sheet of cellulose paper and
exposed to different atmospheric conditions. In the first 100 seconds the
inductor was periodically introduced beneath the kelvin electrode, show-
ing quasi-squared waves. From 100 seconds to 500 seconds the inductor
continued to be periodically introduced beneath the electrode, but a sheet
of paper sample always remained between them. After 500 seconds just
the inductor was introduced beneath the electrode restoring the initial
behavior. This shows a shielding effect based on the electrification of
water adsorbed on cellulose due to the ion partition under a non-zero
electric potential. Adapted from ref. 64.
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The positive feedback between ice formation and increased
atmospheric electric field explains the production of atmo-
spheric electricity, showing how this is produced and stored
in humid air under pressure and temperature gradients and
how the electrified ice needles produce the electric fields that
trigger lightning (Fig. 11).

Applying this information to other crystallization phenomena
explains puzzling observations ranging from internal short-circuits
in batteries70 to the difficulty in handling dry powders and dama-
ging electric discharges, in industrial plants and products.

Phase change has paramount importance in chemical
separation processes, but there are not yet published studies
on its application in distillation, sublimation, and the purifica-
tion of solids by crystallization.

Charge separation during a phase change process is a fea-
sible procedure for harvesting environmental energy.71 This success

suggests that the tropical forest, oceans, and any warm wet areas
on the Earth’s surface contribute to atmospheric electrification
and electrofluidodynamic effects that did not yet receive scientific
attention.

The gel-based new devices for water purification and
desalination72 offer new opportunities to harvest ambient
energy from water evaporation and condensation as in the
water evaporation-driven73–76 electric generators.

Reactivity in electrified interfaces

The detection of unexpected chemical reactions was made in
aerosols, hydrophobic particle dispersions, emulsions and in
surfaces showing Lewis acid–base properties.

Aqueous aerosols77 are widely found in the Earth’s atmo-
sphere and in any anthropic environment. Aerosols produced

Fig. 9 Fast needle growth under a 15 kV potential difference between the
electrodes. (a) and (b) Needles’ size increases with time. Pictures in (c)–(e)
are magnified sections of (a) and (b). Copyright 2023 IEEE. Adapted, with
permission, from ref. 68.

Fig. 10 Video frames from the same area, showing an ice needle for-
mation by a non-classical crystallization69 mechanism. There is no sign of
a needle in frame (a) but it appears faintly in the following frame. Needle
contrast and thickening increases from (b)–(d). The time difference
between consecutive frames is 0.04 s.

Fig. 11 Schematic representation of high voltage production in the atmo-
sphere. Electrified water droplets, ice crystals or aerosol particles create
local electric fields. This changes the electrochemical potential of ions on
the surface of or in atmospheric vapor surrounding cooled water droplets.
The surface tension of electrified water droplets decreases also lowering
the energy barrier to ice nucleation. Electrified ice crystals show extended
shapes with high specific surface area that allows needles and dendrites to
store more charge. Many electrified dendrites form electrified blocks with
high charge density that can further contribute to rapidly multiplying
the electrified particles in the atmosphere. These create positive feed-
back loops67 that terminate as electric discharges or explosions during
thunderstorms.
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by a nebulizer or resulting from water splashing contain both
positive and negative droplets,78,79 this means, they are bipolar.23

Measuring charge in a Faraday cup crossed by flowing aerosol
produces fractal time series plots, as expected considering the
previously observed fractal structure in charged solid surfaces.23

Current explanations for aerosol bipolarity are based on charge
partition at interfaces combined with the interfacial area/volume
ratio variability in aqueous droplets. Negative charge predominates
at water–air interfaces imparting an excess negative charge to the
finer aerosol particles, leaving excess positive charge in bulk water
or larger particles. The excess charge also appears in the water
droplets and ice particles resulting from water vapor condensation,
previously discussed in the ‘‘Phase Change’’ section.

Atmospheric processes at aerosol surfaces are observed to
follow mechanisms that are quite different from those in the
gas phase.80

When the water or solution droplets land on solid surfaces
and dry, they produce charge mosaics that were detected but
not understood, two decades ago.

Water on hydrophobic surfaces

The water position in the tribochemical series is at the positive
end, meaning that most materials in contact with pure water
adsorb OH� ions18 thus acquiring a negative charge. This
agrees with previous observation of the migration of air bub-
bles and oil droplets to the positive electrode, during careful
electrophoretic experiments.19,20 However, other factors pre-
viously described in Fig. 6 intervene and the outcome may be a
combination of the various effects according to the superposi-
tion principle of Electrostatics.

The still widespread electroneutrality paradigm ignores the
electrification of macroscopic matter and, consequently, the
effects of electrification on chemical reactivity. The influential
book of G.N. Lewis on Thermodynamics shows that the change
in the Gibbs energy for a chemical reaction under standard
conditions is not affected by changing the overall electric
potential of the system. However, any natural system is out of
equilibrium, formed by many phases and a multitude of interfaces
whose electrification produces domains with non-zero electric
potential and complex potential gradients. Thus, chemical reac-
tivity at interfaces may show large departures from the reactivity of
the same chemicals in the bulk of any phase.

Under these conditions, many substances exhibit unexpected
chemical behavior at interfaces that has not been acknowledged
since the past decade.

‘‘On-water’’ reactions

A precursor of the ‘‘on water’’81 rate acceleration findings is the
Diels–Alder reaction between cyclopentadiene and butanone
studied by Rideout and Breslow,82 which is 58-fold and more
than 700-fold faster than in methanol and hydrophobic sol-
vents, respectively. The authors postulated that this is due to
the hydrophobic effect, and comparing the rates of other
reactions in water, polar and non-polar solvents led to the
exclusion of a polarity effect.

Other early evidence for the effect of matter electrification
on chemical reactivity comes from mechanochemistry.83 How-
ever, this topic was neglected during the 20th century and is
treated in a separate section of this article.

In 2005, Sharpless et al.84 showed extensive results on the
acceleration of cycloaddition reactions proceeding faster when
the reagents were dispersed in water than when they were
dissolved in polar or non-polar solvents, shown in Fig. 12.
Then, he introduced the term ‘‘on water’’ referring to this
peculiar behavior.

For instance, the ‘‘on-water’’ reaction of quadricyclane with
dimethyl azodicarboxylate took 10 min only, compared to 48 h
and more than 18 h required in the absence of a solvent and in
organic solvents. Adding solvents to water did not have a
significant effect as long as the reaction heterogeneity was
conserved. Even using a critical concentration of methanol
producing a homogeneous environment, the reaction time
was 24 times the ‘‘on-water’’ reaction time. Since then, there
has been growing recognition of the importance of interfacial
effects in atmospheric, environmental, biological, prebiotic, or
synthetic organic chemistry,85,86 and participation in reactions
driven by other factors.87

Environmental, health, and sustainability concerns call for
substituting water for organic solvents in organic synthesis.
This is decisive in the chemical industry, which has faced
tougher regulations designed to protect the public and the
environment. Moreover, using large amounts of solvents
increases production costs for their acquisition and recycling
or proper disposal. On the other hand, nature makes complex
chemicals precisely in water, showing that water is a suitable
environment for organic synthesis when it is distributed within
compartments or interfaces in complex multiphase systems.
This stimulated the emergence of biotechnology as a source of
chemicals and a fast change in the approaches and perspectives
of synthetic chemistry in laboratories and plants.

In this context, interest in ‘‘on water’’ chemical reactivity
grew fast. However, achieving fast reaction rates without dis-
solving the reagents is counter-intuitive because direct contact

Fig. 12 Time to complete the reaction between quadricyclane and
dimethyl azodicarboxylate in different solvents. Data from Sharpless
2005.84
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between the reagent molecules in a non-solvent is much lower
than in a mutual solvent. However, the positive experimental
results from many authors on various systems are impressive.

These results attracted the attention of many researchers
showing the advantages of performing organic reactions
in water.

A consequence was the introduction of surfactants as reac-
tion aids by creating micelles that multiply the interfacial area
within the system,88,89 producing exciting results. However, it
created the need to discard surfactants, a new problem. The
authors acknowledge that physicochemical concepts from the
bulk are not always applicable at interfaces, as the latter are
disordered systems of nanometric thickness displaying sharp
configurational fluctuations. The reasons underlying rate accel-
eration at aqueous interfaces remain unclear, stimulating
theoretical work90,91 and the proposal of new effects to explain
the catalytic role of the interface beyond the hydrophobic effect:
the formation of hydrogen bonds with dangling protons at the
interface,89,92 partial solvation,93,94 preferential orientations,95

curvature in nanodroplets,96,97 water surface pH,98 the ‘‘reser-
voir effect’’,88 lipophilic ligand design,99,100 and the ‘‘nano-to-
nano’’ effect,101 showing that ‘‘on water’’ reactions can follow
different rules from those guiding synthetic chemistry think-
ing, until recently.

The acceleration of chemical reactions within water micro-
droplets has been reviewed by Wei et al.,93 assuming that
partial solvation of the reagents at the interface reduce the
reaction critical energy.

Many reactions usually considered non-spontaneous pro-
ceed spontaneously in microdroplets,102–110 including biotic or
prebiotic reactions.111 Phosphorylation reactions generate fun-
damental cell components, including building blocks for RNA
and DNA, phospholipids for cell walls, and adenosine tripho-
sphate (ATP) are thermodynamically unfavorable in solution.
Zare112 found that the yield for D-ribose-1-phosphate was 6% at
room temperature. The Gibbs function of this reaction changes
by �1.1 kcal mol�1, lower than DG for the same reaction but in
solution (+5.4 kcal mol�1). The phosphorylation in microdro-
plets is exothermic (�0.9 kcal mol�1) and DS is negligible
(0.0007 kcal (mol K)�1). Thus, the spontaneous phosphoryla-
tion reaction is enthalpy-driven. Aqueous microdroplets con-
taining D-ribose, phosphoric acid, and uracil produce uridine,
attracting the attention of researchers interested in prebiotic
synthesis.

Electric effects at the droplet water surfaces were also
considered. The first authors calling attention to the participa-
tion of the ever-present surface charges were Beattie et al.113 They
proposed a mechanism for reactions of emulsified reagents
based on the electrification of hydrophobic oil in water by OH�

ion adsorption, leaving an aqueous acidic environment where the
substrate is protonated. Other effects explored in the literature
are surface potential fluctuations,114 spatial distribution of
ions,115 and electric fields at microdroplet surfaces.116–118

Richard Zare and collaborators studied many reactions in
aerosols.119–124 A striking example is the formation of hydrogen
peroxide24,125 from pure water whose formation from water is

not expected, considering the standard Gibbs energies of water
and H2O2. These results were challenged,126 but their confirma-
tion came from additional experimental data and computa-
tional work.40,127,128 The authors proposed a mechanism based
on excess OH� ions at the droplet interface losing electrons and
forming hydroxyl radicals that dimerize, producing H2O2. How-
ever, water oxidation forming the peroxide should also yield a
product of water reduction. Nguyen et al.129 proposed that
hydrogen is the reduced coproduct of hydrogen peroxide for-
mation and asked for its experimental verification that was
recently published,130 analogous to hygroelectricity.131 A differ-
ent mechanism proposed by Colussi identifies the mechanical
energy required for droplet formation as the energy source for
hydrogen peroxide formation.132

A general perspective was proposed by Chamberlayne and
Zare, considering the electrical double layer (EDL) in water
microdroplets in such a way they can be treated as electro-
chemical cells.133 This is an interesting approach, but it is
necessary to keep in mind that EDLs are sensitive to seemingly
minor changes in the system composition.

H2O2 also results from contact electrification in the inter-
faces of poly(tetrafluoroethylene) particles and deionized water/
O2 interfaces, particularly under a mechanical force. The
authors134 proposed that the process initiates by electron
transfer generating reactive free radicals (�OH and �O2

�).
Following their proposed mechanism, any contact-charged
water interfaces are catalysts for H2O2 production from water.
This is a new simple possibility to generate H2O2 in situ for
sanitation and other purposes as in the Fenton aqueous
membrane reactor fabricated based on the porous aqueous
thin membrane supported by a Fe2O3 modified non-woven.135

Other experimental work confirmed the formation of H2O2

at solid–water interfaces,39 within microfluid channels of a
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) slab on a flat glass substrate
and nine other types of substrates: calcium oxide, zirconium
oxide, silicon oxide, aluminum oxide, manganese dioxide, tita-
nium oxide, copper oxide, zinc oxide, and graphene. They mea-
sured the difference in zeta potential before and after the contact
between water and the solids and observed a positive difference in
zeta potential. Moreover, the increasing density of hydroxyl groups
on SiO2 substrates enhances the production of H2O2.

Other interesting examples reported recently include the
synthesis of gold nanoparticles136 and the spontaneous
reduction of Cu2+ and Fe3+, respectively, to Cu+ and Fe2+.105

In both cases, the reducing agent is the electron itself.
The diversity of ‘‘On-water’’ reactions prevents proposing

any general mechanism. In every case, the structure of the
charged double-layer or interface and the participating ions
should be kept in mind. Moreover, there is extensive documen-
tation for free-radical formation on electrified interfaces,137

but it is not always clear if radicals are formed from ions, or
vice versa.

Hydrovoltaics and energy harvesting

Electric potential gradients found all over challenge researchers
to further devise and explore new techniques to produce
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electricity from moist air, water, plants,138 and ground, intro-
ducing hydrovoltaic (HV) technologies73–76,139–144 that are
recent, but already show great potential for energy production,
including its storage.145 That may provoke surprise among
researchers that were educated within the electroneutrality
paradigm, but the recent overlapping but converging findings
contribute to the growing acceptance of non-electroneutrality
and pervasive electrification as normal features of matter.146

Although the literature is full of different names and acro-
nyms for water-driven energy conversion devices, HV harvesters
can be categorized into three primary types: hygroelectric
generators, which generate electricity through the sorption/
desorption of water vapor or liquid;131,147 evaporation-driven
generators, which convert the latent heat of vaporization into
electricity without the need for additional mechanical work;148,149

and generators that harvest energy due to streaming potentials at
liquid water–solid interfaces.150,151 On the other hand, given the
similarities and tenuous boundaries between each phenomenon,
more than one mechanism can happen concurrently for a given
device.

Beyond the water itself, HV technologies also share the
initial steps on the solid surface: the adsorption of ions and,
for most surfaces, this adsorption is asymmetric. Originally, the
hygroelectricity was described for metal surfaces with different
Brønsted acid–base character where hydronium ions adsorb
on basic sites while hydroxide ions adsorb on acidic sites.32 Later,
a steady current output was observed in a hygroelectric device,33

which would necessarily require redox reactions at the solid–liquid
interface. Thus, hygroelectric cells are also chemical reactors.131

The first experimental demonstration of simultaneous hydro-
gen and H2O2 production in a water–solid interfacial reaction was
carried out using hygroelectric cells.131 In this case, the authors
presented a thermodynamic analysis showing how this reaction,
which is non-spontaneous under standard conditions, takes
place in an open system showing electric potential gradients.

Thermodynamic analysis

The cell electrodes are separated, but connecting them with a
wire allows electron flow, thus delivering an electric current.
Water dehydrogenation is a non-spontaneous reaction under
standard conditions but proceeds spontaneously in hygro-
electric cells that are open, non-electroneutral systems. This
is analogous to the hydrogen peroxide formation in charged
aqueous aerosol droplets and solid surfaces.

Extracting hydrogen from water is now a major research
objective that is pursued resorting to electrolysis, photocataly-
sis, and other approaches to split the water molecule into the
elements, or by reducing water with aluminum metal and other
reducing substances.

Water-splitting always requires a significant additional
energy input because the Gibbs function of this endothermic
reaction is positive.

The energy requirements are much lower for another reaction
(eqn 2) that produces hydrogen from water:

2H2O - H2 + H2O2 (2)

The relevant data are shown in the diagram in Fig. 13, using the
standard Gibbs function values per mole of each substance
and the stoichiometric coefficients for each reaction. Water
splitting needs 237.1 kJ per mole of water, while dehydrogena-
tion needs 120.42 kJ per two moles or 60.21 kJ mol�1.152 Most
importantly, the Gibbs energy spent for water dehydrogenation
is lower than that spent for its self-ionization, a well-known
chemical reaction taking place in any aqueous or moist
environment, although to a limited extent.

Adsorption and partition of water ions on two surfaces
showing different Lewis acid–base behavior enhances water
ion separation, producing an electric potential difference
between the surfaces. The local electrochemical potentials ~mi

change according to eqn (1). Thus, the chemical stability of any
ion decreases when ziFV 4 0. This term is positive in eqn (1) as
written for H+, and OH�, increasing the Gibbs function and
thus increasing the tendency of H+ and OH� to undergo further
reactions.

Assuming that the potential difference between the solid
surfaces is 1 volt, the Gibbs function for water ionization
increases, exceeding water dehydrogenation (H2 + H2O2), by
96.5 kJ per mole of water facilitating hydrogen formation (3):

4H+ + 4OH� - H2 + H2O2 (3)

The scheme in Fig. 14 shows charge separation in acidic and
basic neighboring surfaces in water. The adsorbent layers
acquire opposite charge and induce further charge separation
in the supporting conductive sheets.

Thus, ion partition produces a positive compartment filled
with H+ ions and a negative compartment filled with OH� ions
represented by eqn (4) and (5). Then, the electrochemical
potential of both ions increases, compared to an electroneutral
system:

BS(s) + H+ - BS(H+) (4)

AS(s) + OH� - AS(OH�) (5)

Fig. 13 Diagram showing the standard Gibbs energy levels for water,
hydrogen peroxide, the ions formed by water self-ionization, and H2 +
1
2O2. Reprinted with permission from ref. 131. Copyright 2023. American
Chemical Society.
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This explains electrode charging in a hygroelectric cell, but not
its ability to deliver electric current for long periods. However,
electron current between the electrodes is possible thanks to
the reactions represented by eqn (6) and (7). Electrons are
products in eqn (6) and reagents in eqn (7):

2AS(OH�) - 2AS + H2O2 + 2e� (6)

2BS(H+) + 2e� - 2BS + H2 (7)

Electrically connecting the two electrodes allows electron trans-
fer from metal A to metal B. Withdrawing the electrons pro-
duced in eqn (6) from A and delivering them to B displaces both
reactions to the product side. Eqn (8) is the sum of (6) and (7):

2H2O + 2AS + 2BS - 2AS(OH�) + 2BS(H+) - 2AS + 2BS

+ H2O2 + H2 (8)

and cancelling out identical terms in the right and left sides
yields eqn (9):

2H2O - H2O2 + H2 (9)

Furthermore, increasing the ziFV terms for the ions decreases
the positive Gibbs energy for water dehydrogenation and the
water-splitting reaction, as follows. Summation of the chemical
potentials of water ions given in eqn (10) and (11) gives the
electrostatic contribution to the reaction Gibbs energy DGelect.

shown in eqn (12):

~mHþ ¼ m
�
Hþ þ RT ln aHþ þ þ1ð ÞFVþ (10)

~mOH� ¼ m
�
OH� þ RT ln aOH� þ �1ð ÞFV� (11)

DGelect. = (+1)FV+ + (�1)FV� = FDV (12)

where DGelect places the adsorbed ions at a higher Gibbs energy
than in the standard electroneutral situation, increasing with
DV. The positive DrG1 for reaction (9) becomes equal to zero
when DV = 1.244 V, as shown in Table 1.

Shortly, H+ and OH� ion partition in separate solid surfaces
or other compartments changes a non-spontaneous reaction
into one that easily takes place, in an open system. Feeding H2O

to the electrodes while removing the reaction products, H2O2 +
H2, produces a steady current output between the electrodes.

A stepwise description of the formation of hydrogen per-
oxide in the negative electrode of the hygroelectric cell is shown
in Fig. 15.

Hydrogen and hydrogen peroxide formation from water
under electroneutral conditions is not predicted using standard
thermodynamic data and assuming electroneutrality. But the
potential differences within the cell allow us to understand this
unexpected change in water chemical behavior. Thus, a HG cell
is an example of the effect of intrinsic non-electroneutrality on
the chemical behavior of a multiphase system producing a
surprising chemical behavior.

The present analysis shows the pertinence of the question raised
by McCarthy and Whitesides5 calling for an effort to examine the
effects of non-zero potential on chemical thermodynamics. It also
suggests an approach to understand ‘‘on-water’’ reactions and
strategies ‘‘to utilize the pervasively present electrostatic charges in
nature in an eco-friendly way, in on any multiphase system’’.

Fig. 14 Electrified compartments in a hygroelectric cell made from
parallel plates of conductive materials, metals A and B. The oxide AO
adsorbs OH� ions becoming negative and repelling negative charge in the
supporting metal, while BO becomes positive by adsorbing H+ ions. Excess
charge in the oxides produces a potential difference between metals A and
B. Adapted with permission from ref. 131. Copyright 2023. American
Chemical Society.

Table 1 Effect of the electric potential difference due to self-
electrification on the Gibbs energy of the 2H2O - H2O2 + H2 reaction.
Reprinted with permission from ref. 131. Copyright 2023. American
Chemical Society

DV/V F � DV/J DrG/J

0 0.0 1.20 � 105

1 9.65 � 104 2.35 � 104

1.2 1.16 � 105 4.22 � 103

1.3 1.25 � 105 �5.43 � 103

1.4 1.35 � 105 �1.51 � 104

Fig. 15 Stepwise description of the two steps in the negative electrode of
a hygroelectric cell: (top) adsorption: an isolated electroneutral acidic
oxide surface in contact with moisture adsorbs OH� ions acquiring
negative charge. (bottom) Redox reaction: electron transfer from OH�

ions to the electrode produces hydrogen peroxide. Adapted with permis-
sion from ref. 131. Copyright 2023. American Chemical Society.
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For instance, the reductive ability of OH� ions producing
gold nanoparticles demonstrated by Zare122 suggests that posi-
tive droplets carrying excess H+ ions are suitable sites for
oxidation reactions. Positive water droplets appear under dif-
ferent conditions. Moreover, the surface charge density of
positive or negative water is easily controlled and we can now
envision droplets and other interfacial systems as fine-tuned
oxidant or reducing agents, depending on the electric potential
applied during their formation.

A question arises: can other anions also became reductive in
droplet and other hydrophobic-water interfaces, analogous to
hydroxide ions? Bicarbonate adsorption in hydrophobic surfaces
competing with hydroxide ions has already been shown, in the
5–10 pH region where bicarbonate153 ions predominate, but
water ions displace it outside this range, and its reduction has
not yet been demonstrated. This reaction could find great
application in decarbonization. The Zare group recently showed
a related reaction that is the formation of urea from droplets in
the presence of N2 and CO2.154

Mechanochemical reactions and catalysis: the interplay
between electricity, friction, wear, and water

The simplest case of mechanical action between two solids is
their mutual contact which often produces detectable electrifi-
cation. Many authors attempted to explain it, considering
electron transfer determined by the difference in their respec-
tive work functions.155 These explanations apply to metals but
did not resist experimental verification when applied to
adhesion.5,156,157 However, electrostatic adhesion mediated by
ions is now well established and successfully used in self-
assembled materials, polymer composites, and blends derived
from latex5,158 and in layer-by-layer fabrication. Williams15

discussed three mechanisms for contact electrification: elec-
tron transfer, ion transfer, and mass transfer, showing the
assumptions and evidence for each mechanism and its impli-
cations. However, electron wavefunction overlap between states
of coupled potential wells is considered in the case of tribo-
electric nanogenerators.159

Chemical reactions triggered by friction and milling have
been known since the late 1800s,160,161 but they did not receive
great attention during the past century. This is intriguing
because it was then known that mechanochemical reactions
often yield different products from the same reactions but
under the action of heat.162

Moreover, in the last few decades of the past century, the
emerging fields of materials chemistry, molecular biology, and
nanotechnology often used milling, renewing the interest in
mechanochemistry.163–169

Mechanical stress and sonication techniques, applying high
energy densities on molecules and particles, are enough to
achieve extensive molecular breakdown. A well-known case is
the reduction in viscosity observed when passing viscous native
DNA solutions through narrow bores using syringes with
needles, due to breaking of DNA into smaller pieces.

Electrification during thermoplastic processing by extru-
sion, injection, and other large-scale processing techniques is

familiar to practitioners. Powder electrification during milling,
sieving, pneumatic transportation, and other standard meth-
ods is easily observed, provoking deep impressions in plant
or shop visitors and the risk of electric discharges. A puzzling
question is why a scientific topic posing challenging and deeply
related to widely used industrial processes was neglected for
many decades. A tentative answer is the difficulty of an experi-
mental and theoretical study of mechanochemical reactions,
compared to reactions in the same systems but constrained
only by pressure and temperature.170,171

Without mechanical agents, Boltzmann energy distribution
among molecular entities applies. Little is known about the
distribution of mechanical energy applied to a solid, but we
must consider many questions: what is the spatial distribution
of any mechanical agent? How do the applied forces affect
the microstructures in the solid? Which are the local excess
energies, and how are they spatially distributed? The energy
distribution introduced by a mechanical agent in a condensed
phase depends on geometric, microstructural, and energy
transfer details that produce enormous complexity. Under these
conditions, quantum mechanics is not helpful. Computational
methods can consider only a few participating molecular-size
entities, and are insufficient to handle many problems. Addi-
tional complications are raised by ambient water and air humid-
ity. Knowledge of their role in surface electrification evolved
parallel to the growth of ‘‘on-water’’ reactions, and the only
attempt to connect these two topics was a work conducted by
Beattie et al., concluding that on-water catalysis is facilitated
by the strong adsorption of the hydroxide ion by-product at the
oil–water interface.113

Heinicke introduced the word ‘‘triboplasma’’ to designate
the short-lived molecular arrays undergoing chemical transfor-
mation triggered by mechanical action.83 This name is appro-
priate and reminds us of the systems that are shortly exposed to
high energy densities, like flames and any materials exposed to
gamma or X-rays. Flame reaction products include several high-
energy species not observed in simpler thermal reactions. Free
radicals abound, and the fire electrification is evidenced by
flame distortion under an electric field. Specific products’
appearance and relative amounts depend on seemingly minor
details. This complexity creates unusual demands for experi-
mental research, but many new experimental tools with high
spatial, temporal, and chemical speciation resolution now
bring exciting results.

Electricity and friction. Rubbing two materials imparts
electric charges to both. The dominating idea is that one object
acquires positive charges while the other becomes negative.
Contrary to this idea, the coexistence of opposite charges on the
same surface of an insulator was revealed by Scanning Kelvin
Probe Microscopy (SKPM),172 (Fig. 16).

The results were not understood initially, but they were
taken seriously following many calibration and control experi-
ments. The accuracy of the results was verified by comparing
the Kelvin micrographs of latex particles with elemental maps
acquired in an analytical transmission electron microscope
fitted with an energy filter (EF-TEM). However, it was then
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unclear why the surfaces of any insulators examined appeared
as electric charge mosaics.

These have a non-integer fractal dimension, meaning that
the adjacent charge domains should show scale symmetry.
Examining macroscopic polymer surfaces of lab and office
materials confirmed this hypothesis: their surfaces are usually
charged but in non-uniform patterns. The surfaces are thus a
maze of electric potential gradients that are removed or largely

decreased by rinsing with ethanol. This allowed the preparation
of charged surfaces by rubbing two polymer sheets and
mapping their surfaces with a macroscopic scanning Kelvin
electrode system that produced images shown in Fig. 17a.
Tribocharged polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) rubbed with a
polyethylene (PE) foam disc displays macroscopically patterned
positive and negative domains,174 indicating fractal geometry.
This result contradicts the idea assumed from the triboelectric
series, whereupon one material charges uniformly positively
and the other negatively. The positive and negative species
in PE and PTFE were identified as hydrocarbocations and
fluorocarbanions (Fig. 17b), formed through mechanochemical
chain rupture and subsequent electron transfer (Fig. 17c). Self-
assembly of polymer ions creates the observed patterns. These
findings highlighted the importance of considering complex
chemical events and well-established physicochemical con-
cepts in understanding tribocharging. Moreover, due to the
fractal nature of electrostatic potentials on insulators,175 such
mosaics of surface charge have scale symmetry and were also
identified at the nanometric scale.176

For most cases, the range where the van der Waals forces act
is typically on the order of a few nanometers. On the other
hand, the range of Coulombic forces is much larger (virtually
acting over any distance) and capable of moving even macro-
scopic objects, as seen when children move small fragments of
a paper with a plastic ruler. Friction between dielectric surfaces

Fig. 16 KPM images of some polymers. Used with permission of Institute
of Physics (Great Britain), from ref. 173, permission conveyed through
Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

Fig. 17 (a) Macroscopic potential patterns on PTFE and PMMA rubbed with a PE foam disk. (b) Potential maps of PTFE charged by shearing with a PE
foam disk, showing the IR reflectance spectra of positive and negative areas on the PTFE sheet. (c) The mechanism proposed for contact
triboelectrification of insulating polymers highlights that redox reactions following material transfer and ion segregation are responsible for the large
charged domains displayed on PTFE. Adapted with permission from ref. 174. Copyright 2023 American Chemical Society.
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produces stable electric charges that contribute to surface
interactions. Friction coefficients were measured on tribocharged
PTFE, and the results showed that it significantly increases
friction coefficients at both macro- and nanoscales.177 Thus,
tribocharging may dominate friction coefficients in PTFE and
other insulating polymers.

Again, the effect of the fractal nature of surface charges on
the friction coefficient was verified using specific setups for
friction tests such as the ball-on-disc geometry (Fig. 18). Fric-
tion and triboelectrification of materials were strongly corre-
lated during sliding contacts.178 Tribocurrent generated at the
interface varies intermittently between positive and negative
values (Fig. 18a), meaning that the flow of charges is constantly
altered, but only during friction force fluctuations.

AFM adhesion maps reveal that contact between metal and
PTFE interfaces increases the pull-off force from 10 to 150 nN,
indicating resilient electrostatic adhesion. These findings sug-
gested a common origin for friction and triboelectrification,
likely associated with strong electrostatic interactions at the
interface and thus also verifying the fractal nature of electro-
static charges.

Although its complex nature is often debated, mutual fric-
tion resulting in triboelectrification is a very familiar topic,
even for non-scientific people. However, investigating surface
charges on insulators requires special setups like the Faraday
cup or Kelvin probes at various size scales.

Beyond bond-braking and the formation of high-energy
species, mechanical action also provokes catalytic action
mediated by excess charges. For instance, hydrogen is pro-
duced from water containing ZnO microfibers and BaTiO3

micro-dendrites. Sonicating a piezoelectric immersed in water
produces excess charges that provoke redox reactions.179

Following this work, piezocatalysis was utilized for a number
of other applications, including oxygen activation and water
decontamination.180–182 These results are cited by Fan et al.,183

proposing the following tribocatalysis experiment: ball-milling
a mixture of two powders could impart a positive charge to a
group of particles and negative charge to the other. Excess
charge allows the former to act as reducing agents while the
latter may perform as oxidizers. Piezo- and tribocatalyses are
two types of mechano-electrocatalysis, holding promise for
relevant applications. Although their complex nature is often
a matter of debate, mutual friction resulting in triboelectrifica-
tion is a very familiar topic, even for non-scientific people.

Investigating surface charges on insulators requires special
setups like the Faraday cup or Kelvin probes. During a routine
laboratory experiment with a Kelvin probe turned on, we
noticed very high potentials when playing with a rubber band.
This intriguing accidental result motivated further experiments
to properly understand this phenomenon.36

The experiment shown in Fig. 19a using a setup schemati-
cally shown in Fig. 19b demonstrated the conversion of
mechanical energy to electricity by stretching rubber tubing
periodically.36 The rubber surface shows reversible electrostatic
potential variations, but amplitude of potential oscillations
decreases with humidity (Fig. 19c).

Rubber charging patterns are peculiar and cannot be under-
stood only considering the framework of surface piezoelectri-
city and flexoelectricity. Thus, rubber potential arises from two
main factors: hygroelectricity and mechanochemical reactions
observed through spectroscopy and microscopy experiments
(Fig. 19d–f).184

The electromechanical coupling of elastomers was found to
be a universal phenomenon of rubber and was used to con-
struct a low-cost transductor device using vulcanized rubber
and a exfoliated and Kraft paper coated with reassembled
graphite (ERG).185,186 The force transducer comprises a flexible
graphite-based electrode between two vulcanized rubber parts,
showing a linear relationship between the strain gradient and
the electric response (Fig. 19g),187 a promising result for the use
of elastomers in soft electronics, wearable healthcare devices,
and various flexoelectric applications. Electromechanical cou-
pling in elastomers revealed periodic electrification in sync with
rubber stretching and regular patterns until fatigue failure, where
waveforms become complex (Fig. 19h–k).

Attractors from the electromechanical transduction in
rubber predict failure one minute ahead of breakdown.

Fig. 18 (a) Friction force fluctuations and tribocurrent at the metal–PTFE
interface and (b) the suggested mechanism. Electron injection in PTFE,
simultaneous to the mechanochemical homolytic rupture of PTFE bonds
produces excess negative charge on PTFE. The attractive force between
two surfaces with opposite charges increases the friction force. Reprinted
from ref. 178, Copyright (2023), with permission from John Wiley and Sons.
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Thus, electromechanical coupling in rubber offers real-time
prediction of fatigue failure and energy harvesting potential.188

Harvesting energy from triboelectricity has been achieved
from different ways, but recently triboelectric nanogenerators
(TENGs) have been emerged showing potential as an auxiliary
electric power generation system.189 Despite their many uses
and different designs, conventional TENGs described in the
literature often use expensive materials and are fabricated follow-
ing costly multistep processes. Solving these problems may allow
TENGs to contribute to distributed power production.

Thus, we have used protocols for polyethylene oxidation190

and charge monitoring on PE surfaces191 developed in our
laboratory to construct an efficient and low-cost triboelectric
nanogenerator, converting mechanical energy into electrical
energy using aseptic carton packages.

Material oxidation and assembly are shown in Fig. 20a,
while the electrical performance during contact is displayed
in Fig. 20b. The device achieves potentials up to 200 V under
mechanical loads and can charge a 10 mF capacitor to 3.5 V in
less than 10 minutes.192 Under pressure-relaxation cycles, it
develops a continuous open-circuit voltage of roughly 80 V with
an output peak current of B400 nA at 1.8 Hz. This is compar-
able to those of nanoengineered devices but at a fraction of
the cost presenting a reliable and environmentally friendly
solution for low-cost energy harvesting and the destination of
food packaging.

Hygroelectric devices can also produce electricity through
ionization, such as in the directional movement of spontaneously

Fig. 19 Electromechanical coupling in rubbers. (a) Electrostatic potential of natural under stretching�relaxation cycles using (b) the Kelvin electrode.
(c) Experiments showed that the amplitude of electrostatic potential oscillations is dependent on the RH. (d) Normalized IR reflectance spectra of rubber
periodically stretched, until rupture. SEM micrographs under two different magnifications for (e) the pristine rubber surface and (f) the surface of a rubber
periodically stretched between 100 and 200% strain. (g) Periodic stress-relaxation tests on a rubber-based device showing the (a) open-circuit voltage
difference and its electromechanical coupling dependence under different loads. (h) and (j) Sections of the recorded time series, of the electrostatic
potential of the periodically stretched natural latex and (i) and (k) the respective attractors. (a)–(c) Adapted with permission from refence 36, Copyright
2023 American Chemical Society, (d)–(f) adapted from ref. 184, Copyright (2023), with permission from Elsevier, (g) adapted from ref. 187, with the
permission of AIP Publishing, (h)–(k) adapted from ref. 188 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.

Fig. 20 (a) Fabrication of a simple triboelectric energy harvesting device
using a laminated food packaging film. LDPE surface oxidation with KMnO4

solution lowered the water contact angle. (b) Open-circuit voltage using
different dielectric-to-dielectric pairs and the (d) open-circuit voltage and
(e) short-circuit current on samples with different sizes. Adapted from ref.
192, Copyright (2023), with permission from Elsevier.
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released H+ ions of graphene oxide in the presence of water
vapor193 or due to the self-ionization of water molecules inside
protein films of gelatine molecules. This ionization can be
transferred through a conducting path formed by the hydrogen-
bonded water molecules on the gelatine macromolecules.194

Electricity generation in evaporation-driven devices is attrib-
uted to continuous capillary water flow that induces convective
ion flux and polarization during evaporation, driving charge
carrier flows in contacting electrodes (in some cases referred to
as the ‘‘ionovoltaic effect’’), and enabling the generation of a
continuous electrical current.195 Most evaporation-driven
devices demand humidities below 30%. However, employing
a thin layer chromatography system coated with a-Al2O3

allowed for consistent capillary-driven water flow, resulting in
a continuous voltage of B0.33 V and a short-circuit current of
B0.85 mA over a wide range of humidity (10–90%).196 Building
on these concepts, we also propose a notion that a portion of
atmospheric electricity may originate from evapotranspiration,
ultimately associated with the Maxwell–Wagner–Sillars effect.12

While flow electrification in insulating liquids has been
reported over the years, generators that harvest energy from
streaming potentials at solid–liquid interfaces are a more
recent development.197 In this case, the production of electri-
city comes from the movement of fluid across a solid surface,
which causes ions to migrate, creating a charge difference and
an electric field.198 This electricity generation, driven by elec-
trokinetic effects, can harness energy wherever a water flow
comes into contact with a charged solid, owing to the pressure-
driven transport of counterions in the electrical double layer199

and has been used for the development of different devices that
harvest energy from water in the form of raindrops.200–203

Electrified liquid water–solid interfaces204–206 including
biosurfaces207 deliver electric current, in many ways.208,209

Moving a 0.6 mL aqueous (NaCl 0.6 M) single droplet on a
graphene/polytetrafluorethylene surface produces an output
power of 1.9 mW210 while raindrops211 on fluorinated super–
hydrophobic greenhouse-modified films give a maximum
output power density of 38 mW m�2 through a 16 MO load
resistance.212

Many energy devices that use atmospheric electricity and
water to deliver electric power have received other designations,
beyond the HV technologies described before. The most fre-
quent is ‘‘moisture enabled generator (MEG)’’.213–216 However,
the literature also presents ‘‘moist-electric generator’’,217

‘‘water-enabled electricity generation’’,218 ‘‘wood-derived
moist-induced electricity generator (WMEG)’’,219,220 PMEG,221

and MIEG.215 Water interfaces stimulate photovoltaic effects in
the vicinity of silicon surfaces,222 and in some reports, moisture
associated with light is called LMEG.223,224 Other cases include
adsorption–desorption (MADG),225 as in an agricultural waste-
derived moisture absorber (AWH).226 The perspective of appli-
cation in wearable electronics led to the development of a yarn-
shaped moisture-induced electric generator (YMEG).227

A frequent explanation for its operation is water ion adsorp-
tion and diffusion accompanied by electric induction, but not
considering the participation of redox reactions essential for

converting ionic currents to electronic currents and vice versa.
In fact, the potentials at the solid–liquid interfaces can have
contributions of both hydrovoltaic effects228 and redox
reactions229 and using both phenomena can substantially
boost the effective power of hydrovoltaic devices.

Combining the electricity collected from water and moisture
to materials showing shape memory or deformation triggered
by water is now used for producing sensor-actuators that may
find many applications.230

Positive feedback in electrification and
chemical events

Ambient electrification often goes unnoticed by humans but
produces catastrophic consequences, like lightning, powder
explosions, and other accidents caused by electrostatic dis-
charges. Catastrophic events are sudden and often extreme
changes in a system leading to disruptions, collapses, or rapid
transformations, out of control.

They often result from the accumulation of positive feed-
back loops that push a system beyond a critical threshold,
triggering an abrupt and often irreversible change, as in
autocatalysis.231,232

The concepts of catastrophic behavior, positive feedback,
and autocatalysis are often intertwined in various fields of
science beyond chemistry, such as biology, ecology, and sys-
tems theory.

The electrostatic phenomena discussed in the previous
sections provide interesting examples of positive feedback
explained by the mutual interactions between electric fields
and ions in a system. For instance, the enhancement of ice
formation by electric fields is a process in which the distur-
bance caused by a field on water vapor leads to an amplified or
intensified response, that is, the electrified needle-shaped ice
that reinforces the initial field, driving the system further away
from its equilibrium state. This can lead to exponential growth
or destabilization of the system by electrostatic discharge or
Coulomb explosion that can produce serious environmental,
personal, and property losses.

Thus, the mutual interaction between electricity and matter
may trigger processes akin to autocatalysis, where a substance
catalyses its own production or transformation. Autocatalytic
processes can lead to exponential growth, as the rate of
production increases over time driven by positive feedback
loops that cause fast temperature growth, often leading to
explosion and fire.

The chemical mechanisms of matter electrification offer
plausible explanations for catastrophic events, based on posi-
tive feedback analogous to autocatalysis. Lack of attention to
these mechanisms impaired progress in understanding elec-
trostatic phenomena but acknowledging the effect of water on
the dynamics of matter electrification is now producing solid
knowledge rooted in experimental results and consistent with
all accepted concepts of matter structure and properties, at the
supramolecular scale and upwards.
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Dissemination of these ideas should stimulate the investiga-
tion of spontaneous fire, fire propagation, and powder explo-
sions of other challenging phenomena, improving our ability to
avoid major losses in natural or human environments.

Disaster prevention: electrification and explosions

The multitude of electrification mechanisms should be known
to any person concerned with the protection of humans,
properties, and the environment. The occurrence of challen-
ging powder explosions arises from the accumulation of
charges in high surface area materials such as wheat flour,
sugar, polyethylene powder, and dust. This phenomenon is
observed in silos, logistic operations, and due to unattended
accumulation in air-conditioning duct traps. Why do materials
handled in huge amounts in many places suddenly become
powerful explosives? How can powder explosions be avoided?

Accidental electrostatic charge accumulation due to friction
should be expected considering that friction is a powerful
charging operation that also produces heat. Friction was used
as the standard technology for producing fire, for millennia.
Industries that handle combustible powders, such as those in
the food, chemical, or manufacturing sectors, often implement
safety measures to control and mitigate the risks of dust
explosions. This may include measures to prevent the accumu-
lation of dust, proper ventilation systems, and the use of anti-
static equipment to minimize electrostatic charging.

Notwithstanding all the preventive measures, there were an
average of 31.8 dust explosions per year, 29 injuries and 2.6
fatalities over the 2016–2020 period, in the US. The global
figure for the number of explosions is 127, in the same
period.233 Lightning causes significant numbers of deaths234

and ca. 1 US Billion (2022) property losses annually, in the US
only.235 Thunderstorms, hail and other meteorological events
are always associated with atmospheric electricity, that is not
often monitored.

This review showed the formation of oxidant hydrogen
peroxide in aerosols and water-hydrophobic surfaces and
hydrogen formation from electrified surfaces was revealed in
two papers reported this year. These are highly reactive chemi-
cals that can provoke fire and other undesirable events.

Perspectives and new hypotheses

The pervasive but often ignored electrification of matter at the
macroscopic scale changes many important properties of
chemical substances. There is now ample evidence of the
effects of electrification on chemical reactivity, crystal habits,
metastability in phase transition, surface tension, and friction.
Many important discoveries made during the past two decades
will probably be extended, and new effects will be discovered,
attracting the attention of students, researchers, engineers, and
the public to their ample horizons.

Unfortunately, this subject does not yet appear in STEM
curricula except for eventual mentions. Students do not receive
recent but proven information showing the decisive role of

chemical events in matter electrification. Instead, a phrase
representative of the information transmitted during elemen-
tary and college classes or by textbooks and the internet is:
‘‘The concept of work function or electron affinity explains the
specific cause of contact charging’’. The role of water ions that
Langmuir already considered236 many decades ago is still
largely neglected, omitting abundant experimental evidence
that has been appearing regularly in the literature.71,237–239

Thus, it is not surprising that researchers and professionals
in many areas do not pay attention to the effects of macroscopic
electrification on the systems and phenomena they are con-
cerned with. Notable cases are fracture mechanics, animal and
vegetal physiology, and health, where we expect interesting
examples of important effects of electrification.

However, the lacunes of fundamental knowledge did not
prevent the appearance of technologies like electrostatic
separation, electrostatic coating, wetting, spraying, electrospin-
ning, electrocrystallization, and others used in industrial pro-
cesses. In some cases, these were developed empirically or
based on incorrect mechanisms and theories but producing
significant practical results.

Recent recognition of electric potential gradients in any
real matter, the chemical events participating in matter elec-
trification, and the recognition of water’s reactivity under
these conditions may bring new views and thinking to many
scientific problems and research areas. New technologies are
emerging, like the decontamination of the atmosphere by
water aerosols containing H2O2 and power generation by
hygroelectricity and the myriad moisture-enabled techno-
logies.

The exciting new chemistry that is being discovered in ‘‘on-
water’’ reactions and their applications appear at a critical time
for chemical synthesis, when the pressure to abandon classical
protocols increases all the time. New ‘‘on-water’’ technologies
promise chemical production without producing rejects whose
proper discard is too expensive. This may increase the competi-
tiveness of chemical methods in face of biotech processes,
eliminating rejection by the public and politicians.

The current ‘‘on-water’’ reactions are based on the sponta-
neous accumulation of hydroxide ions at water interfaces with
the atmosphere and other hydrophobic media. The properties
of the intervening chemicals determine the interfacial excess
charge and potential and are hardly predicted, in a complex
multicomponent system. For this reason, current results pro-
vide only a narrow window of possibilities. However, the
electric potentials at the interfaces may be controlled over a
broad range of positive and negative values, using blocked
electrodes and bicarbonate or other anions, widening the scope
and perspectives of ‘‘on-water’’ reactions.

Many ‘‘on-water’’ reactions now derive from the compart-
mented formation of oxidants like OH radicals and H2O2.
However, aerosols carrying positive charge deliver the reducing
H and H2, and they may thus trigger many other reactions.
While the interface delivers oxidizing and reducing agents, the
droplet interior becomes acidic or basic, acquiring the corres-
ponding catalytic properties. These new possibilities open a
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wide frontier for chemical synthesis and for accelerating the
degradation of undesirable chemicals.

For instance, the current issues of environmental degrada-
tion by improperly discarded plastics and microplastics raise a
question. Many natural resins and monomers like isoprene240

undergo photochemical polymerization in the atmosphere.
Other natural polymers, like the keratin of human hair, animal
fur, and feathers, are extraordinarily resistant to degradation.
These polymers have been produced on the Earth’s surface for
millions of years, in large amounts, but leaving no signs of
accumulation, except in fossils like amber, coal, or petrol that
only exist in special environments. Thus, there are powerful
degradation mechanisms acting on natural hydrophobic poly-
mers. Their disappearance is usually assigned to oxidation by
atmospheric oxygen, but we can now consider also the hydro-
gen peroxide formed ‘‘on water.’’ Nearly one century ago,
Langmuir reported on ‘‘Surface Electrification Due to the
Recession of Aqueous Solutions from Hydrophobic Surfaces’’.
Today, we can speculate on ‘‘Surface electrification and the
oxidizing power due to the recession of aqueous solutions from
hydrophobic surfaces’’. We find water receding every few
minutes on beach shores worldwide. And beach shores are
notably exempt of organic matter, in most places.

The authors hope that learning about the emerging new
Chemistry of electrified interfaces will allow the development of
effective tools for disaster prevention and climate engineering,
contributing to face challenging current global problems.

Conclusions

Surprising experimental results published in the past twenty
years in different areas of chemical research are explained by
acknowledging two facts: water electrifies matter, and any real
material system is a charge mosaic.

Water electrifies by spontaneously self-charging and trans-
ferring charge to other materials, a unique feature derived from
its amphoteric character. Water releases H+ and OH� ions on
demand thus showing high electric polarization. Ion transfer
from water to neighboring surfaces depends on their acid–base
character: Lewis acid surfaces acquire negative charge from
water and basic surfaces acquire positive charge.

Water abundance on the Earth allows its contact with most
real materials. Water mixing, adsorption and adsorption spread
its ability to produce self-electrification events, transforming
matter into a mosaic of electrified interfaces. Charge mosaics
change form and local charge density following the Maxwell–
Wagner–Sillars effect.

Self-electrification creates niches where the electrochemical
potentials of the charging ions are higher than those usually
expected for electroneutral conditions. The net results are
higher ion reactivity and driving force for mass transfer. This
translates into chemical reactions that are never observed in
neutral bulk materials. A striking example is a hygroelectric cell
that delivers electricity, hydrogen, and hydrogen peroxide,
with the sole inputs of water and ambient thermal energy.

Another powerful result of water electrification is lowering
its surface tension down to negative values evidenced by
Coulombic explosions. This lowers the energy barrier to nuclea-
tion, eliminating metastability and accelerating phase change
processes. Electrification also modifies the habits of crystals,
producing unusual needles and dendrites in ice and other
crystals.

The recent learning on matter electrification has already
penetrated many research areas, but the electroneutrality para-
digm still prevails in many others that could largely benefit
from abandoning it. Broader dissemination among faculties,
students, professionals, and the public will probably contribute
to solving long-standing problems and to the emergence of new
applications.

New technologies created in this context fit within the desire
for sustainability, in every respect. The important process input
is water as found in the atmospheric humidity, oceans and
other water bodies, soil, residues from food production, grey
waters, and other widespread, low-cost sources. All the pro-
cesses take place in the environment, under ambient tempera-
ture and pressure conditions, fully compatible with human life.
The products of the various processes already devised are
valuable chemicals like hydrogen peroxide and hydrogen and
urea, and electricity, with no undesirable by-products. Challen-
ging or energy-demanding reactions are easily carried out
under accessible conditions, including impressive abiotic
syntheses of biochemicals.

Eliminating metastability is key for avoiding destructive
explosions and fires, and may contribute safe technologies for
climate problem mitigation.

The recent knowledge of spontaneous electrification, its
theoretical support, and its consequences, together with the
absence of foreseeable risks, opens promising paths for
research in many areas of science and technology, with
potential for positive economic and social impacts.
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